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What we think...
What they think...
Inspiring Visions

• The ‘Demain’ film: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BmTySqG7yf8
Where is ours?

- We have started to think about it ...
Gas in a smart system:
Not just a bridge, but a seamless part of the future:
A sneak-peak:

- Eurogas Roadmap drafting underway:
  - There is an option for delivering the 2050 target without expensive degree of electrification and without dependence on CCS and nuclear
  - Gas is becoming an increasingly green fuel
From Clean to Green
Reflections & Conclusions

• A lot more to gas than meets the eye

• If we don’t see this and project this, likely no one will

• Envision a system with production nodes of renewable energy ad infinitum enabled by an energy storage network that is also virtually unlimited and innovative end usage – the gas grids with an energy carrier just as green as electricity.
Go ahead and go further.
Gas will get you there.
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